WINTER WORD SEARCH

Find the hidden winter words!

FEAST DECEMBER
PRESENTABLUE
DREIDELRETIWE
RAREOOTDSAVE
EUKNIATMITTEN
AQWDGDLOGREETE
MAOIATSFBHSNOW
ATNASONJANUARY
PAADLTZKFROSTE
ECTEIPIUAHAHOWA
ASERONSTARMIPIR
CIITAHIOSTFIGS
EPTHAPPYBABELLSCHRISTMASDAY

Words may appear across, down, diagonally or even backwards!

RED
TOY
HAT
OIL
PIE
STAR
CARD
GOLD
BLUE
HAPPY
GIFTS
FROST
GREECHOUSE
SANTA
PEACE
GREEN
DREAM
SAVER
PRESENT
MITTEN
DONATE
FAMILY
JANUARY
DECEMBER
NEWYRS
SPIRITOFGIVING
CHANUKAH
KWANZAA
PISCATAQUA